Derek H. Burney: The CAE’s Not-So-Secret Weapon
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Quotations
“One development of significant long term potential is
[CAE’s] new strategic arrangement with Boeing
to collaborate on the development of Ballistic
Missile Defence technology. Boeing plans to use
our proprietary modelling and simulation software tools to evaluate and develop a variety
of systems related to air and missile threats.”
Speech to CAE Investors, Nov. 6, 2002.1
“We expect Boeing will use our simulation software and capabilities to design and test ballistic missile defence systems that could one
day deflect incoming missiles away from North
American cities.”
Speech to Montreal Board of Trade, Mar. 18, 2003.2
“Boeing expects to use our software to test
and design components of its ballistic missile
defence systems. (It is encouraging to see that
some in our government now recognize the utility of Canada’s involvement in this program.)”
Speech, AGM, TD Harbour Capital, May 14, 2003.3

from Derek Burney

“Canada should do more on
defence in order to participate more effectively in preserving its own national
security. That is...the ultimate assertion of sovereignty.
When combined with an enhanced intelligence effort,
it would send a strong signal that Canada recognizes
the global terrorist threat as real and continuing. It is
also a matter of morality and ethics. If we are unwilling to provide our soldiers with proper equipment, we
should not place them in harm’s way. Instead, we should
increase defence spending in the next budget
and...spend those increased resources in a way that enables our armed forces to be a more effective instrument of Canadian security and Canadian foreign policy.
Procrastination on issues like missile defence does not
help. It is always easier to abstain or postpone on tough
issues than to take a stand.... We faced that kind of
choice on the issue of cruise missile tests years ago.*”
Speech to the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, Oct. 30, 2003.4

* Editor’s Note: In 1983, Liberal Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
signed an unpopular, weapons-testing agreement that allowed the
U.S. to test cruise missiles in Canadian airspace.

♦ Quebecor World Inc.,
♦ Shell Canada Ltd. and
♦ CanWest Global Communications Corp.15

CanWest Global owns a considerable portion of Canada’s
mass media, including the country’s leading, right-wing newspaper, the National Post. It has criticised Stephen Harper
and his newly-forged Conservative Party for not being right
wing enough. Canwest is owned by the Asper family, of
which Winnipeg’s Israel (Izzy) was the patriarch. Izzy, who
died in 2003, lead Manitoba’s Liberal Party in the 1970s, and
was also “a close friend of many of Canada’s prominent political and business elite, including Jean Chrétien and Paul
Martin.”16
The Canwest media empire includes the following ma-

jor daily newspapers: Montreal Gazette, Ottawa Citizen,
Windsor Star, Regina Leader-Post, Saskatoon StarPhoenix,
Calgary Herald, Edmonton Journal, Vancouver Sun, Vancouver Province and Victoria Times-Colonist.17 CanWest
also gets its corporate-friendly message out to Canadians
through “over 120 daily and weekly newspapers in smaller
communities across Canada.18
As if that was not enough, Canwest also owns the
Global TV Network with its eleven TV stations, and thereby
“reaches 94% of English-speaking Canada.” Canwest also
owns several specialty cable TV channels as well as major
TV stations in Australia, New Zealand (NZ) and Ireland.
Canwest’s radio broadcasting business includes stations in
Canada as well as a large network of stations in NZ.19
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